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State Regulation of Takeovers and Shareholder Wealth:

The Effects of New York' s 1985 Takeover Statutes

New York' , s takeover reforms recognize changesin the workings of the market not 
protecting management but by safeguardingthe rights of corporate shareholders and

employees. "

Raymond T. Schuler
President
Business Council
York State

New

QuotedStreet
from "Letters to the Editor The Wall
Journal , August 13 , 1986.

Introduc tion: Takeovers and the Market for

Corporate Control

Economists have long recognized that free and

voluntary exchange in competitive markets generally
the best insurance that the resources of a society are

allocated to their most highly valued uses. Investors
buy and sell corporate assets in highly competitive and

Iti.
markets

., "

efficient the market fqr corporate
control" managers compete for the right to control these

assets. In theory, this competition for the control of



corporate assets can provide powerful check

inefficient managers. Corporate assets which are
ineffic iently managed will have lower value and

therefore attractive targets for takeover. 1

noted by Jensen and Ruback (1983), . competition among

managerial teams for the rights manage resources
1 imi ts divergence from shareholder weal th maximization

managers and provides the mechanism through which

economies scale other synergies available from

combining reorganizing control and management

resources are realized, ,,2

forcing management employ corporate assets
efficiently, the market for corporate control also can

provide substantial benefits consumers. The

efficient management of society resources insures that
ttle real cost the goods and services purchased

consumers low possible. this sense 

The prosp ct of 1osing one s job fo1lowing a takeover is one , but
certainly not: t"q.e only, check on managerial. performance. For
example . the nagerial labor market also provides incentives for
managers to perform well since managers who perform poorl.y will.
face declining employment prospects. See Fama (1980).

Jensen and Ruback (1983). p. 6.



competition capital markets for the control

corporate assets like competition in product markets;

acts to maximize consumer welfare.

Managers of one firm may use a number of different

methods take control the assets another

(target) firm. The most common methods are mergers and

tender offers. Mergers may occur when one corporation

completely absorbs another or when two firms combine to

form a new firm. The acquiring firm negotiates directly

with the target' management and the merger mus t

approved by the target' s board of directors before being

submitted shareholders for approval. Since mergers

involve changes corporate , charters they are

traditionally regulated states their business

corporation codes.

Tender offers are offers made directly
shareholders to buy shares at a specified price. Target

managers may voice support for opposition the

A third method by which takeover may occur is through pro::
contests in which the vates of shareho1ders are so1icited in order
to elect a new board of directors. Private sales of large blocks,
of stock may also lead to changes in managerial control.



offer; however the decision to tender shares is made by

individual shareholders. Over the last ten years
number states have passed takeover statutes which

have greatly increased the power of target managers

block de lay hostile tender offers e. , offers
which they oppose. The rationale behind these statutes

that such delaying tactics may benefi t target
shareholders by enabling them to receive higher premiums

for their shares. However raising the costs
acquiring corporate assets these statutes may also
prevent otherwise profi table acquisitions. Such

outcome harms shareholders firms which would have

been acquired by denying those shareholders the premiums

which they would have otherwise obtained. By raising
the cos of takeovers these statutes may also act to

protect inefficient managers.

The federal government began regulating tender
offers with the passage of the Williams Act during the

sumer of 1968,
!i .
The Williams Act was clearly designed

with the intention protecting shareholders. Its

Pub, L, No, 90- 439 , 82 Stat, 454 (Ju y 29 , 1968).



maj or provisions establish a minimum offer period

order to give shareholders adequate time to consider the

meri ts of an offer require the public disclosure of

the identi ty and intentions the offeror and

prohibit fraudulent and deceptive acts with respec t

the tender offer.
the time the Williams Act was passed Virginia

was the only state regulating takeover bids having

begun doing so the previous March. During the ten years

following the passage of the Williams Act 35 additional

states passed laws regulating tender offers. The

state statutes however consistently went well beyond

the provisions in the Williams Act increasing the power

incumben.t managers delay and prevent takeovers. 6

Jarre and Brad ey (1980), p, 377.

Congress specifica intended that the liams Act not be used
as a weapon by management to discourage takeover bids. As noted
by Senator Williams

, "

We have taken extreme care to avoid tipping
the sca es either in favor of management or in vor of the person
making the takeover bids. " (113 Cong. Ree. 24664 , 1967 . quoted by 
Justice White in ar v, MITE , 457 U, S, 624 , 1982). In the MITE
decision Justif e. White asserted that this poLicy of
evenhandedness , reJ?resented a conviction that neither side in the
contest should be extended additional advantages vis- vis the
investor . who if furnished with additional information would be in
a position to make his own informed choice. 1. 



This trend may have been abated least for short
time when the Supreme Court ar v. MITE found

the broad provis ions contained Illinois takeover
statute uncons ti tutional. However the wake the
MITE decision new second generation state
takeover statutes have been passed in various states. 8

This study examines the effect two second

generation takeover statutes passed the New York

State Legislature during 1985. The first of these bills

passed overwhelmingly in the legislature , but was vetoed

technical constitutional grounds the Governor.

The second bill was proposed by the Governor and became

law. Supporters these statutes argued among other

things that both laws would protect shareholders;
therefore this study will attempt to measure the direct

effect of the passage of these two bills on shareholder

wealth.

ar v, MITE
, tY7 U.

S, 624 , 1982.

For a detailed" discussion of the provisions found in most state
statutes prior to 1980 . see Jarrel.l and Bradley (1980). Romano
(1986) discusses the provisions found in the second generation
statutes sed after MITE



Past studies state and federal regulations

takeovers have examined the effects of the regulations

samples containing only firms which were actually

acquired. The approach this study qui te

different. This study examines the effec ts these

regulations on a sample of firms which are all potential
targets governed by the New York statutes. The purpose

this approach measure the net effect any

potential gains to shareholders resulting from expected

increases in premiums and any potential losses to these

same shareholders resulting from the entrenchment

current management and the dissuasive effects the

higher costs of acquiring corporate assets.
The resul ts indicate that these laws harm

shareholders on average. We find that the sample of 94

firms studied experienced nearly a 1% decline in equity

value in response to the announcement of the Governor

bill. This decline in equity

, (;

snareholders

value translates into

capi tal los' approximately $1. 2

billion.



II. Previous Studies of the Regulation of Tender Offers

The Williams Act contains three major provisions..
The first these minimum offer period which

requires that all tender offers left open for
minimum twenty days. Target shareholders may

wi thdr aw the i r tender within the first fifteen days of

the offer. the offer oversubscribed during the
offer period the offeror is required to purchase shares

on a pro rata basis.

The second major provision of the statute requires
disclosures. Anyone purchasing five percent
company stock must make that fact public wi thin ten
days and disclose his intentions by filing Schedule

13 (D) disclosure statement with the SEC. In the case of

a purchase of shares through a public tender offer the
offeror must file the disclosure statement with the SEC

before the tender offer is publicly announced. If the

offeror seeks to acquire control of the target

disclosure ' stateme

, '

then the

must describe any plans
liquidate the targl!t sell any of thl! target' assets
merge the target change the target' corporate



structure.
The third maj or provision prohibits material

misstatements omissions other deceptive acts

connection with the tender offer. An important part of

this antifraud provis ion that gives target

management standing to sue to delay the execution of the

tender offer.
the i r study tender offers made before and

after the passage the Williams Act, Jarrell and

Bradley (1980) propose model which swift and

secretive takeovers are means appropriating the

re turns a very specialized form of investment.

their model firms inves t in information and skill that

determine the success and productivity corporate

combinations. The disclosure requirements and minimum

offer periods characteristic state and federal

takeover statutes allow competing bidders to free ride 

the original bidder efforts providing

, (,

information " and e\ at no cost. Swift and secretive

takeovers are a market solution to what is essentially a

public goods problem the public good being information



concerning the precise sources the economic gains

from corporate combinations. The disclosure provis ions

and minimum offer periods required by the regulations
force successful bidders pay higher premiums

outbid the increased competition from the free riders,
These higher premiums have two effec ts : they deter

some otherwise profitable acquisitions and they

discourage investment resources necessary for
successful takeovers lowering the return those

investments. Consequently, while the higher premiums

may benefit the shareholders successfully acquired
targets they harm the shareholders firms not
acquired due to the deterrent effect and they reduce the

productivity of takeovers which do occur.

The deterrent effect may also harm shareholders and

consumers by acting to insulate managers from the threat

takeover. Over fifty years ago Berle and Me ans

(1932) proposed that the separation ownership from
f;'control al ows man gers of corporations to pursue goals

other than the maximization of the value the firm

maximiz ing their own utility rather than profi ts .



common retort Berle that longand Means

capi tal markets operate efficiently. managers are forced

If assets undervalued" dueto maximize profits,

poor

are

management they will attractive fortargets

profit-maximizing investors. Consequently. only

will insure the survivalmaximizing profits

their
federal

managers

firms their jobs, HoW-eve r . state andand

regulations deter takeovers they alsowill

protect managers from the competitive capital
marke ts

the

rigors
and may enable goals thanthem pursue other

maximization value. Consequently. the

harm shareholders sinceentrenchment

the

would

The entrenchment of management hurt shareho ders by owing
managers to pursue goals other than the maximization of profits;
however. shareholders are not necessarily hurt by actions that
protect managers from takeovers. Shareholders may have leg1 timate
objections to hostile takeovers and desire long-term contracts
wi th incument management. For example . shareholders of several
firms have approved " shark repel1ents

" "

poison pills, " and other
defensive . tactics to ward off hostile takeovers. Neverthe ess
the shareh04dex:s (Pi: the vast majority of firms have not adopt
anti - takeover cha ter amendments and apparently do not feel. that

, '

such measures are in their best interests. For a discussion of
the effects of " poison l" takeover defenses , see "The Effects
of Poison Pills on the Wealth of Target Shareholders " Office of

management can

value their will greatnotassets
otherwise. Furthermore protecting



inefficient management takeover regulations waste
society s resources increasing the price consumers must

pay for goods and services.

In contrast the model presented by Jarrell and

Bradley, Bebchuk (1982) argues that the bidding contests

resul ting from the information disclosures the minimum

offer periods, and the increased power of managers

delay takeovers created by state and federal takeover
regulations provide substantial benefi ts
shareho lders . According Bebchuk the auction
corporate assets resulting from these regulations
insures that target firms are acquired by the bidders

having the highest valued use for the targets.
Consequently, he argues that no acquisition should occur

before potential competing bids can be advanced since
the initial offeror may not be the firm that attaches

the h:ighest value the target' assets. ,,10 Bebchuk

further asserts the increased cost to bidders resulting

, '

the Chief Economist , Securities and Exchange Commission (1986).

Bebchuk (1982), p, 1041,

~~~



'O::i

from the bidding contests
the number takeovers

argues that the expec ted

increase resul t

takeover regulations.
their empirical

found that the federal

does not significantly reduce

which Thus Bebchtikoccur.

gains shareholders should

auctions facilitatedthe

analysis Jarrell Bradleyand

and regulation of tenderstate
the acquiringoffers significantly increased premiums

firms paid for their
increased tender premiums

targets. The Williams Act

and the statepercent

statutes increased the premiums by another 20 percent,

Guerin- Calvert , McGuckin

recently re - examined the

regulation tender

regulations premiums

target shareholders that

and Warren-Boulton (1986) have

effects federalstate and

offers. The effects the

paid successfully acquired

they similarreport are

magnitude and significance as those previously reported

by Jarrell and Bradley. Guerin- Calvert et al also find

that the regulation greatly increased the

multiple Thisbidders.

incidence of

finding Jarrell andsupports

Bradley s assertion that the information disclosures and



delays associated with state and federal regulation of
tender offers allow some firms free ride the
informational investments of the original bidding firm.

The evidence presented by Jarrell and Bradley and

Guerin- Calvert et al indicates that s ta te and federal
takeover regulations have significantly increased the
premiwns paid shareholders of successfully acquired

firms, However since these studies examined the
effects the regulations only actual takeover
attempts they cannot measure the expec ted gains (or
losses) to shareholders in general. Consequently, these
results cannot distinguish between the effects predicted

Jarrell and Bradley net loss average,
shareholders despite the gains to successfully acquired

target shareholders) and the effects predicted
Bebchuk (a net gain on average to all shareholders).

Section describe method which should
distinguish between these opposing views and measure the

net effect' It; .both

, '

the potential gains from higher
premiwns and the potential harm from the deterrence and

entrenchment effects. Before discussing this method



however

takeover

Legislature
study.

Section

statutes
during

III
passed

describes

1985 which are

the

detail the

New York

two

State
the subj ect of this



introduced

III.

statutes

and

New York' 1985 Takeover Statutes

The New York two takeoverLegislatureState passed

during 1985. wasThe first these statutes
the York AssemblyNew State March

passedthe State Senate May

overwhelmingly

Governor on August

the

the Assembly on Junes ta te and

s ta te Senate onlyJune vetoed the

13, The Governor then proposed his

own takeover statute on October 30.

the

This bill passed in

legislature December and signed thewas

Governor on December 16,

provisions
The original bill contained the threetwo

characteristic " second generation

The was written and submitted to the Legis ature by the New
York Business Council. Both the Speaker of the Assembly, Democrat
Stanley Fink , and the State Senate s Republican leader , Warren
Anderson , supported the bill. Aggressive lobbying by CBS resulted
in changes in the bill which insured that Ted Turner s pending
takeover bid for CBS would be covered by the bill' provisions.
The lobbying efforts of CBS were in part responsible for the
governor s veto. In the statement which Governor Cuomo issued
when he vetoed the bill he noted thatUthe felony provision in the
amended Security Takeover Disclosure Act , if applied to pending
tender o:tf,ers ' ..ou be an post facto pena ty and therefore
patently uncbnst.itutiona1.. It (See "Veto Jacket #80 to 

p. , '

available from the Executive Chamer , State of New York.



takeover

share

noncash

statutew. controlThe first these

provision. This thatprovision requires
control acquisition ,,14share approved

maj ori ty of dis interes ted board members or by a maj ori ty

shareholders two-thirds allanddisinterested
shareholders. 
statute

The maj or thesecond provision
redemption rights ,, provision, This

See Romana (1986)6 pp. 4-12.

The defined a " control. share acquisition" as the acquisition
of shares . that when added to any other shares owned or contro11ed
by the acquirer. resu1t in control. of a new ran of voting power.
The bi!.1 defined three ranges of voting power: 1) at 1east 20%
but less than 34% of a company s shares 2) at 1east34% but less
than a majority of shares , and 3) at 1east a majority.

Disinterested board members and shareho1ders are ones who are not
a party to the purchase of the tendered shares.

Recent U. S. Court of Appea1s decisions for the Sixth and Seventh
Circuits as we11 as the U. S. District Court for Minnesota have
found similar control. share statutes in Ohio , Indiana , and
Minnesota unconstitutional under both Commerce and Supremacy
Clause grounds. (See Fleet Aerospace Corp v. Holderman, 18 SRL
968 for the Sixth Circuit decision concerning the Ohio statute;
Dvamics Corp. of America v. CTS Corp., 18 SRL 901 for the
Seventh Circuit decision concerning the Indiana statute; and Gelco
Corp, v, Coniston Partners , Civi1 No, 3-86-847 DC Minn, 11/10/86
for the District Court decision concerning the Minnesota statute.
In October 1986 the U. S. Supreme Court agreed to review the
Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals decision striking down the
Indiana law, (Nos, 86-71 and 86-97 US SupCt , 10/6/86) As of this
writing, the Supreme Court decision in this matter has not been issued.



provision required that on demand an acquirer red
the shares of takeover opponents for cash at the highest

of alternative formulations of the shares fair market

value. 

Both of these provisions could increase the cost '

takeovers substantially. noted Romano the
provisions of takeover statutes that offer a maj ority of

disinterested board members the power to veto a hostile

takeover blur the statutory distinctions between

takeover bids and mergers or asset sales " substantially

increasing the power of the incumbent board as well as

increasing the incentives of bidding firms to make side

payments to the extent that obtaining board approval

cheaper than meeting either the fair price
supermaj ori ty vote requirements. ,,17 While bidding firms
would still be able to take their offers directly to the

stockholders the redemption rights provision would

greatly reduce the incentives for stockholders to tender

, ,

sincetheir shares the offer successful the
acquiring firm must offer buy the shares the

Romano (1986). p, 7,



minority stockholders with cash for at least the value

of original offer and possibly for more.

The current law which was proposed by the Governor

of New York consists of a very strong variation of the

third type provis ion charac teris tic second

generation takeover statutes a " fair price provis ion.

This type of antitakeover regulation does not regulate

tender offers per only " corporate combinations

, "

which generally follow successful tender offers. The

fair price provision intended prevent two- tier
takeovers in which shareholders who tender their shares

early receive a higher price than those who are forced

exchange their shares a subsequent merger. The

New York law prohibits for five years anyone buying at

least 20% firm shares from engaging any

business combination with the target unless approval

granted the board directors the target

advance the stock purchase. Under the bill'
(f'

definition 6f busil1e'Ss combination the acquirer would

not be able to merge or make any sale lease exchange

mortgage pledge transfer or other disposition of the



target' assets over this five year period. the
end the five year period merger would still
require approval maj ority the disinterested
shareholders the fulfillment the fair price
provis ion which all dis interes ted shareholders are
paid the same price determined by a formula.

noted Romano (1986) , fair price statutes
aimed at preventing two-tier takeovers codify the most

common type of antitakeover charter amendment; howeve r ,

the five - year ban business comb ina tions imposed by

the New York statute much stronger and more

restrictive than either the fair price provisions found

corporate charters those adopted most other
states takeover regulations. 

with the first bill this statute clearly
enhances the power of the incumbent board of directors.
Moreover while the statute does not directly regulate

New / YOrk USi Corporation Law, Article 9 , section 912(a) (5).
Indiana 5 takeo er statute (see footnote 16) also contains a
five-year waiting period. Besides New York and Indiana
Connecticut , GeQrgia , Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland , Michigan
Mississippi . Virginia . Washington, and Wisconsin have takeover
regulations which include fair price provisions.



tender offers increase their Biddingcosts.does

firms typically finance acquisitions debtissuing

which often least partially, retired after the

acquisition by the sale of some of the acquired assets.

If shareholders override the obj ections of managers and

allow a bidding firm to successfully acquire 20% or more

targets shares debt issued finance theany

acquisition could not be retired through the sale of any

the acquired for minimum yearsfiveassets

substantially increasing the burden borneinterest
the bidder. If the acquisition is attractive to bidders

because the target' have been properlyassets not

managed then preventing successful bidder from

taking control the impedes thethe target statute
adoption of any efficiency enhancing changes reducing

the profitability acquisition to the bidderthe

well imposing significant social costs.

discouraging acquis i tions that profitable onlyare

the acquired" firm is ""broken up and sold the statute

interferes with the marke t mechanism that generally

serves to shift assets to their most highly valued uses.



IV. Methodolo

The technique used the effects themeasure

two statutes shareholder weal th consists
variation methodthe method.II event study This

also referred analysis employsevent capital
market data the impactre turn actionsmeasure

(events) which may affect the value of securities,

Event analysis measures the impac t of an event by

measuring the event,abnormal" caused thereturn
This abnormal the portion of firmre turn stock
re turn explained modelnot generating normal

expected returns. Since information concerning an event

often leaks the public and influences share prices
before the event is formally announced abnormal re turns

are generally II windowes timated for periodsome

around an event announcement.

Event analysis has been used to measure the impact

such actions tender offers changesmergers

firms , 'taccounting m uhods dividendschanges in firms



.. -

and various state and federal regulations. The events

this the thestudy are announcementinterest
two New York takeover and the announcement ofstatutes
the Governor the the ne first statute.veto

effect hurt shareholders thenthe wasstatutes
the abnormal accompanying their announcementsreturn
should be negative and the abnormal return accompanying

the Governor the bill shouldfirstveto

positive. If the net effect of the two statutes was to

protect shareholders then abnormal fromthe return

these events should have the opposite signs,

This method differs cons iderably from that used in

past studies of state takeover statutes. In the papers

by Jarrell and Bradley and Guerin- Calvert et al

not clear whether the the shareholdersharm

potential outweighs accruing thethe gainstargets
shareholders successfully acquired sincetargets
these examine only the which thepapers extent

For an overview of app ications of event ana ysis to the study of
regul.ations .. see Schwert (1981). Jensen and Ruback (1983) survey
the event analysis l.iterature concerning the study of mergers and
acquisitions.



premiums paid to acquired firms shareholders rise
consequence the regulations. this study" we

measure the net effect New York' statutes all
shareholders not merely those firms actually
acquired.

order measure abnormal re turn need

adopt a model generating expected ' normal'' re turn, Let

be the return of a share of stock of the ith firm in

period and R.t be the return of the market portfolio
for the same period. as sume that the joint
distribution the returns all assets
multivariate normal. Therefore the j oint distribution
of Rit and R.t is bivariate normal and the relationship

between Rit and R.t can be expressed as:

it = ai + .BiR.t + €it. (1)

Equation ( 1) commonly referred to as the market

While the net effect to shareholders maybe amiguous. the cost to
society is The increased premiums paid to target
shareholders esent transfers from the shareholders of the
bidding firms \ t6 the shareholders of the target firms . notincreases in overall. value. Thus. to the extent that the higher
premiums deter otherwise profitable efficiency enhancing
takeovers, they cause a net loss to society (assuming, of. course
a welfare standard based on economic efficiency).



model. and are both constants and € i

normally distributed , random disturbance with mean zero

and var iance The ordinary leas t squares (OLS)

estimate of the coefficient equals the ratio of the

covariance of the return on asset i , R , with the return
the market portfolio R" , the variance the

re turn the market portfolio. This ratio
particular importance modern financial theory.

measures the sys tematic risk" asset the

component the fluctuation of R which correlated

with the fluctuation the economy whole

correlated with R" , and therefore cannot avoided

through diversification. 

Equation (1) follows directly from the asswnption

that the j oint distribution of and R"t is bivariate

normal which follows directly from the assumption that

A forma derivation 

(1976). Chapter 3
the market mode can be found iri Fama

The vpriance of Ai: equa the variance of Ri which is assumed
to be constant hhrough time.

Far a more comp ete discussion of the systematic and unsystematic
(random) ponents of risk , see Cope1and and Weston (19&3). pp. 191-194.



the j oint distribution of the re turns of all assets
mul tivariate normal. The assumption that asset returns

follow joint multivariate distribution implies that
the joint distribution of any two linear combinations of

returns will bivariate normal. Consequently,

can replace R equation (1) with where 

the re turn any portfolio of assets contained in the

market (such as a portfolio of firms governed by the New

York takeover regulations).

The market model has been used to estimate expected

re turn in a large number of event studies, and it will

be used for that purpose here. The abnormal return is

measured through the inclusion dumy variables
equation (1) such that

t = Ctp + fJpR.t :E "Y..1 + Ept. (2)

wt is a dumy variable equal to one during announcement
window wand zero otherwise and t is the daily returp

equally , wei ted:. 't portfolio stocks firms

See Fama (1976), chapter 3.

For a discussion of the use of the market mode1 in event studies
see Brown and Warner (1980 , 1985).



governed by New York' s takeover regulations.

I'wp measures the average level abnormal

performance the portfolio of New York firms during

announcement window w; that is it measures the average

deviation the portfolio actual re turn from the

expec ted normal return predicted equation (1) .

non-zero I'wp indicates that announcement w resulted in a

change the value the portfolio which can not

explained changes the stock market who l.e

(i. e. changes R") and which attributable the

event announcement. A positive I'wp indicates that the

event on average increased the values of the firms in

the portfolio and negative indicates that the

event on average decreased the values of the firms

the portfolio. If N is the number of days in window w

then the sum the abnormal returns over

window This sum generally referred the

cumulative abnormal return (CAR) .

Since the CAR equa wp. the variance of the CAR is N
2 times

the variance of 7 Consequent1y. the standard error of the CAR,
STD(CAR). t.imes the standard error of 'Y . STD(7

)' 

This
impl.ies that the t-statistic for the CAR equ:.s the t-statistic
for 7wp since 7 /STD(7 ) = N /N..TD(7 ) = CAR/STD(CAR),



The levels the estimated tend to be very

sensitive the number of days contained in the event
window, The efficiency of the stock market insures that

stock prices react quickly new information;
consequently, in the absence of pre-announcement leaks
optimal window lengths should be very narrow. If we

knew the exac t date which new information first
became available investors, then the optimal window

length should be one day (the day that investors first

obtained the new information) since the full impact of
the announcement should occur that day. A wider
window including days which were not pertinent
the event would merely add "noise to the estimate of

Since abnormal performance should on average

, ,

zero on days not pertinent to the event a wider window

length this situation would on average result
adding zeros to the sum of abnormal re turns. Since 
is the average level of abnormal performance over window

(i'
including days i,n;, the window which are not pertinent

will lower the absolute value of the estimated Even

though the sum of the abnormal returns the CAR should



not be affected by adding zeros the wider window length

increases the standard error the CAR lowering its
level of significance.

general one will not know the exac t day

which investors first became aware information

concerning event. Leaks information before the

formal announcement of an event are common. These may

occur days weeks, months before the announcement.

In the presence of substantial pre-announcement leaks of

information event windows should fairly wide

order to capture the full impact of the event. However

since wider event windows may introduce more noise

the estimate of abnormal return if we have good reason

believe that leaks were not substantial narrow

windows are preferred since they provide more efficient

(lower variance) estimates abnormal re turn. Thus

the length of the announcement window depends crucially

the quality information concerning the point

time that
ti .

, '

investors

'" 

first became aware pertinent
information,

Even in the absence of pre - announcement leaks one



may not know exactly when information concerning

event first affec ts security prices, Knowledge the

time day which announc emen t made may

crucial. event announced after the stock
market has closed then security prices cannot

affected the even t until the day after the

announcement made. the other hand the

announcement made before the market closes prices
may be affected on the announcement day. Therefore

minimum length announcement window generally needs to be

at least two days wide.

, (i

, .



Data

The sample portfolio contains the re turns

firms governed by the two ' takeover statutes and listed
on either the New York or American Stock Exchanges,

Each of these firms is incorporated in New York and has

its principal executive offices there. Moody 1985

Manual series and the 1985 NRPC Directorv of Cor orate

Affiliations were used select initial sample

234 firms incorporated in New York and listed on one of

the two exchanges. Standard and Poor COMPUSTAT file

and the NRPC Directorv were used determine the

location these firms principal executive offices.

Firms incorporated New York but with headquarters

outside of the state were excluded from the final sample

since they are not governed by either of the statutes.

Banks and bank holding companies savings and loan

institutions insurance companies and public utilities

were also excluded from the

, , (. '

excluded , om the

sample since, they too are

explicitly statutes ' provisions.

Daily stock returns for each firm the sample

These firms are listed in the appendix.



come from the Center for Research Securi ty Prices
( CRS P ) daily return file. The return the CRSP

equally weighted index the New York and American

Stock Exchanges used the proxy for the return
the market portfolio R".

Even1: studies \uSJng the market model. to measure normal. return
generally use either an equaLly weighted index as a prexy for the
market or a value weighted index. Brown and Warner (1980) have
examined the power of the method to detect abnormal return using
both types of indices and find that the equa11y weighted index
performs marginally better than the va1ue weighted index.



VI. Results

This study with theconcerned stock market

reaction three areThese theevents. events

announcement thefirstthe takeover bill
announcement veto thisthe Governor decision
bill (August 13) , and 3 ) the theannouncement

Governor s own takeover bill (October 30). The dates at

which first awarebecame theinvestors Governor

veto of the first bill secondand his proposal of the

bill are known with some degree of certainty. Both of
these events were covered in the press at the time which

they occurred, we have been unable toHowever locate
any single specific announcementfor the theevent

original bill.

Neither the introduction of the Assembly bill (on

March 26) nor the introduction of Senate bill (on May 

was covered the The New York Times firstpress.
discussed the bill in a story which appeared June 26

, (i'
l passed in the New York Assembly.the day before the

Bi1 Expected to Pass In A1.any Aiding CBS New York Times , June
26. 1985. section IV, p. 17.



announcement

The

Journal

the

placed

five
advanced

28.

possible
available

first discussion the bill the Wall Street
appeared 27. theJune Even though

the bill' exis tence did appearnot

press un t i 1 wasjust before thepassed bill
the approxima te lycalendarSenate on May

weeks before the YorkNew Times The billstory.
its Maythird reading week laterone

These publicly recordedevents andare

that information concerning the bill became

investors at these earlier times. 

Bill That Could Help CBS Fight
June 27 , 1985 , p, 39,

New York May Pass Anti-Takeover
Turner Bid Wall Street Journal

A bill is placed on the daily calender of the State Senate or
Assembly when it is reported out of committee. Usually bills are
placed on the calendar in the "order of first report" (their first
reading) and advance to the "order of second report" and the
order of third report" in the following session days. Floor

debate begins upon a bill' s third reading (order of third report).
For a discussion of the New York State Legislature procedure
see Zimmerman (1981), pp, 135-144,

The source for these dates is the New York State LeRislative
DiRest: January 9. 1985-September 18. 1985 The legislative
history of the Senate version (bi 85846) is on page 8 500. Even
though the was introduced in the 8tate Assemb y first
Assemb action on the did not begin unti June 23 four days
before the passed in the Assemb1y. The 1egislative history
of the Assembly version (bi A6971) can be found on page A 602 of
the Legis ative Digest

\ "



Determining date for the originalannouncement

bill is made more difficult since the bill may have been

anticipated well either the legislature thebefore

press announced existence. According letterits
written to the edi tor of the New York Times by Raymond

Schuler Pres ident Council Newthe Business

York State

That the press did not happen to notice this
important legislation doesn t mean it was kept
a secret. The Business Council has been
publicly calling for action on this issue for
more than a year. It was a key, publicly
announced topic of the "economic sumit
conference we sponsored between Governor
Cuomo and top business leaders last Dec. 7 and
the subj ect of a feature article last Januaryin our journal with a circulation of

, 000.. 

If investors did anticipate the passage of the original

bill months before publishedmany any announcement

its existence then measuring the abnormal return caused

investors reaction to the bill may not be possible

since single well

; (,

defined periodevent could

\ "

Raymond T. Schuler. "New York' s Corporate-:Takeover Bi.11 is Good
for Business New York Times , July 22 , 1985 (letter to the editor).



studied,
Since the announcement II the original bill

not clear event experimented with number

alternatives the resul ts which are reported

Tables through 3. Table 1 provides the resul ts from

the estimation equation (2) using three - day event

windows centered June the day the New York

Times first reported the likely passage of the original

bill (NYTIMES in the tables); 2) August 13 the day the

Governor announced his veto of the first bill ( VETO

the tables) ; and October the day the Governor

announced his own bill (BILL2 the tables) . The

estimation equation (2 ) used 443 daily returns

beginning 250 trading days (approximately one year)

before the first bill was introduced and ending December

1985.

The resul ts reported Table indicate that the

press announcement the first statute (June 26) was

" (

Smith Brad ey. and Jarre (1986) discuss the difficu ty 

app ying event ana ysis to the passage of egislation. Their
discussion on page, 488 is particularly pertinent to the problem
that we encountered when trying to determine an announcement date
for the first statute passed by the New York Legislature.



accompanied by a small and insignificant decline in the

value of the sample firms (-y equals 000931 implying

a CAR of 0. 28%, the t-statistic is - 68). This result

could be interpreted as indicating that , on average the

bill had no effect the value the firms,sample

However the effect of the Governor s veto of this bill

contradicts this conclusion. The ' veto resul ted

much larger positive abnormal return (-y equals 0. 00253

indicating a CAR of 0. 76%) which is significant at a .

probability leve136 two- tailed test (thefor

t-statistic 1. 86) . The much positivelarger

abnormal return accompanying the Governor s veto of this
bill is consistent with the hypothesis that the bill was

viewed the market harming shareholders.

Consequently, the ins ignificant effec t the June

announcement of the original bill in the New York Times

indicates that this did provide newnotannouncement

information to investors. That is investors must have

known of the bill sOme time before the story appeared in

the York consequently, prices wouldNew Time s share

The actua probabi ity level for the coefficient on VETO is 0. 063.



have already reflec ted the expec ted effects the
statute.

The positive abnormal re turn accompanying the
announcement the Governor veto the first
takeover statute appears indicate that the bill did

not protect shareholders on average and was not in their

best interest, However the lack any significant
market reaction to the announcement of the bill in the

New York Times somewhat lessens the certainty with which

can draw such conclusion. test the even t

associated with the announcement the first bill
actually occurred during earlier period two

addi tional regressions were estimated. The results
these regressions can be found in Tables 2 and 

Table 2 provides results from a regression in which

the three- day NYTIMES window replaced by a five- day

window ANNOUNCEl , extending from May 21 through May 28

the period which the bill was reported out
!i.committee iTI the nate and progressed through its third

reading, indicated Table the coefficient
ANNOUNCEI positive but again ins ignificantly



different from zero.

Table reports the resul ts from regression

which the NYTIMES window is replaced by a 28- day window

ANNOUNCE2 , extending from the day in which the bill was

reported out corni ttee and placed the Senate

calendar May 21 through the day the bill passed in the

Legislature June 28, The coefficient on ANNOUNCE2

is negative but also statistically insignificant,

both Tables and 2 the coefficient on the three- day

VETO window does not differ significantly from that

reported in Table 

indicated all three tables the Governor

announcement the second bill resulted

statistically significant , negative abnormal return.

Table the coefficient on the three- day BILL2 window

003223 indicating a CAR of - 97%. Its t-statistic

37. The coefficient for BILL2 found in Tables 2

and also not significantly different from that

, '

As noted previously. the origina passed in the
Assembly on June 27 and in the State Senate on June 28.

State



TABLES

Table
Abnormal Re turns Over Three - da Announcement Windows

NYTIMES VETO BILL2

000178 1. 05501 000931 002533 003223
1.570) (48, 783) 684) (1.862) 368)

T-statistics in parentheses
Significant at the . 10 level
Significant at the , 05 level

Table 2
Abnormal Returns: ANNOUNCEI is the Five- day

Window From May 21 Through May 28
Event

ANNOUNCEI VETO BILL2

000195 1, 055970
712)* (48. 808)

000898
(0, 850)

002495
(1.874)*

003206
357)

T- statistics in parentheses
Significant at the . 10 level
Significant at the , 05 level

Abnormal Returns:
Event Window

Table 3
ANNOUNCE2 is the Twenty-eight- day
From Mav 21 Through June 28

000169
1. 446)

ANNOUNCE 2
0551t,LO - 000242

(48 .513)** (- 519)

VETO
002523

(1. 854) *

BILL2
00324
373)

T-statistics in parentheses
Significane at the . 10 level
Significant at the . 05 level

------------ ------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------

The Durbin-Watson Statisitc for all three tables equals approximate 08.



reported Table Clearly, the second bill was

viewed the market average harming

shareholders. The CAR over the three - day window

encompassing the announcement the second statute
indicates that the value the firms the sample

fell average approximate ly over this
period. capi tal lossdecline indicatesThis

shareholders of approximately $1. 2 billion.

As mentioned in footnotes 11 and 12, CBS was involved in a
takeover battle with Ted Turner during the period in which the
first takeover statute was passed by the New York Legislature and
vetoed by Governor Cuomo. In order to dete ine what effect this
takeover contest may have had on the reported results , the
regressions were rerun after dropping CBS from the sample. We
found no qua1itative differences between the coefficients from
these regressions and those reported in the text. The VETO
coefficients were slightly smaller; however . these coefficients
were sti1.l significant at the level.. The coefficients on
BILL2 actually increased slightly in absolute value and
significance after dropping CBS from the samp

The estimated coefficient for BILL2 of 0. 003223 is the average
abnorma return over the three day window. Three times this
coefficient 0 - 00967 equa the sum of the abnoLma returns over
the announcement window.

October 29 is the first day of the three-day event window
encompassing the announcement of Governor Cuomo s bi The tota

ue of the equity of the 94 firms in the samp on October 28
was approximate $123 bi11ion. The CAR over the three-day event
window is -0. 00967 indicating a loss to shareholders of $1. 189
billion attributable to the Governor s announcement.



implications
broader

implies

capital markets efficient thethenare

shareholders somewhathasthe loss

interpretation. Capital market efficiency
that prices reflect availableallsecurity

consequently, changes securityinformation; the

prices
estimates
future
market

from

decline
firms

following unexpec ted unbiasedevents represent
value share the changesthe per

cash flows the firms. the stockThus

efficient the harm to shareholders resulting
the York theNew statute averagemeasures

the expec ted profitability samplethe

attributable rej ectthe Evenstatute.

For ative early discussions of capital market efficiency and
the evidence supporting this hypothesis see Pama (197'0. 1976).
The assumtion of cap! tal market efficiency has , more recently.
become somewhat controversial. Papershy Shiller (19S1a 1981b),
Grossman and Shiller (1981). LeRoy and Porter (1981). and others
report that stock prices are more volatile than can be justifi
by standard asset-pricing models. These papers conclude that the
excess volatility of stock prices indicates that changes in stock
prices are not related to changes in expectations of future cash
flows and that prices may be irrational. However, papers byFlavin (1983) and Kleidon (1986) strongly refute these
conclusions. Flavin shows that the "variance bounds " tests used
in these and other papers are often severely biased toward
rejection gf ma* efficiency in small samles. Kleidon shows
that rice ' chaRg are consistent with changes in expectations offuture cash \.s when one accounts explicitly for the
nonstationari ty of stock prices.



capital market efficiency and doing so reject the

link between stock prices and expec ted profi ts , the

results reported here still indicate that the takeover

statute proposed the Governor resul ted
substantial loss the shareholders of firms governed

by the statute.

t' '

\ -



VII. Conclusion

Federal and state legislators have often argued

that the regulation of takeovers benefits shareholders.

Past research has indicated that federal and s ta te

regulations have indeed increased the premiums which

bidding firms must pay for targets. Jarrell and Bradley

(1980) argue that the higher premiums paid the

shareh"o lders successfully acquired firms may,

fact harm shareholders overall since they deter
otherwise profitable acquisitions and therefore deny

some shareholders the premiums which they would

otherwise have received. The deterrence effect of these

regulations may further harm shareholders by acting to

protect inefficient managers. Moreover the higher
premiums paid to target shareholders do not represent an

increase value for the economy a whole only

transfer from the shareholders of bidding firms the

shareholders target firms. Consequently,

deterring

, ,

profitabl efficiency enhancing takeovers,

society whole may made worse off these

regulations.



--.

This paper examines effects on shareholders of two

takeover statutes passed the New York State
Legislature during 1985 - Rather than measuring the

effec ts of the statutes on firms which actually became

targets the approach of this paper is to measure their

effects sample firms which might all
considered potential targets The reason for taking

this approach that measures the net expec ted

impact of the statutes on shareholders accounting for
both expec ted gains from higher premiums and expected

losses from the deterrence otherwise profi table
takeovers and the entrenchment of management.

The effect the first takeover statute
somewhat ambiguous. The announcement of this bill
the press is not accompanied by any significant change

the values of the firms in the sample. This result
could indicate that the expected potential gains

successfully acquired targets just balance the expected

he ,: deterrencelosses frOm and entrenchment effects.
However the significant positive abnormal return
accompanying the Governor s veto of this bill tends



refute this conclusion,

An alternative interpretation of the these results

that the effects the first statute were

anticipated well before the legislature and the press
first announced the existence of the bill. If investors

knew of the bill and expected its passage many months

before its announcement the legislature the

press then by the time of these announcements stock

prices would already have reflected the bill' s expected

effects. this case would not expec t find
abnormal return on the announcement dates. The positive

abnormal return accompanying the Governor s veto of the

bill would therefore consistent with the

proposition that the provisions of the bill were counter

to the best interest of shareholders.

The impact of the second takeover statute which the

Governor proposed and which became law is much clearer.
The announcement this statute resu1 ted in a highly

Iii

significant decline , in the average value of the sample

firms. This decline just under indicates
capital loss to the shareholders of these firms of just



under $1. 2 billion. Thus despite the political
rhetoric advocating the regulation takeovers

behalf stockholders the evidence presented here

indicates that on average this very strong statute does

not protect shareholders; rather the law protects
managers a t the expense of shareholders, Moreover the

decline the average value of the firms affec ted by

these regulations does not merely reflect a reallocation

of wealth from shareholders to managers. By deterring

takeovers regulations such the ones passed in New

York may promote the inefficient management of society

assets lessening the ability of capital markets

efficiently reallocate assets. Consequently, the real
cost the goods and services produced by the firms

affected these regulations may increase injuring
consumers as well as shareholders.



Appendix

Sample of 94 Firms Incorporated and Headquartered in

New York State

10.
II.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
2l.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
3l.
32.
33.
34.
35.

ACME ELECTRI C CORP
AILEEN INC
AMERICAN PRECISION INDS
AMFESCO INDUSTRIES INC
ANDAL CORP
ANDREA RADIO CORP
ASTREX INC
AVNET INC
AVON PRODUCTS
BAIRNCO CORP
BAS IX CORP
BAUSCH & LOMB INC
BIG V SUPERMETS INC
BOLA PHACEUTICAL 
BOWNE & CO INC
CBS INC
CHAPION PRODUCTS INC
CHOCK FULL 0 NUTS CORP
COMPUTER FACTORY INC
CONCORD FABRICS INC
CORNING GLASS WORKS
CULBRO CORP
CURTICE- BURNS INC
DAMON CREATIONS
DESIGNATRONICS INC
DESIGNCRAFT INDUSTRIES
EAGLE CLOTHES INC
EDO CORP
ELECTROSOUN GROUP INC
ESPEY MFG & , ELECTRONICS
FAY' S DRUG CO
FISCHBACH CORP
FLIGHTSAFETY INTERNATION
GEMCO NATIONAL INC
GENOVESE DRUG STORES



36,
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42,
43.
44.
45,
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56,
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71. 
72. ,
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.

GLEASON CORP
GREENMA BROTHERS INC
GROW GROUP INC
GRUMM CORP
HADY & 
INTL BANKNOTE
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHS
INTL FLAVORS & FRAGRACE
INTL HYDRON CORP
INTL PAPER CO
IPCO CORP
JOHNSTON INDS INC
KENWIN SHOPS INC
KNOGO CORP
LEUCADIA NATL CORP
LIONEL CORP
LORAL CORP
LUMEX INC
MACY (R. ) & CO
MAHATTAN INDUSTRIES INC
MATERIALS RESEARCHMA GROUP INC
MCGRAW-HILL INC
MELVILLE CORP
MESABI TRUST
MOBIL CORP
MOHASCO CORP
MOOG INC
MOVIE STAR INC
MOVIELAB INC
NEW YORK TIMES CO
NICHOLS (S. E.
NOEL INDUSTRIES
ONEIDA LTD
PALL CORP
PANDICK INC
PAR ELECTROCHEMICAL CORP
PHELPS DODGE CORP
PICO PRODUCTS INC
PLY- GEM INDUSTRIES
POPE , EVAN & ROBBINS INC
PRATT & LABERT INC



78.
79.
80.
8l.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
9l.
92.
93.
94.

RAI RESEARCH CORP
RUSS TOGS INC
S C M CORP
SALAT CORP
SANDGATE CORP
SANMA- STARDUST INC
SERVO CORP OF AMERICA
SIMCO STORES INC
STANDARD MOTOR PRODUCTS
STARETT HOUSING CORP
SYBRON CORP
THOMPSON MEDICAL CO INC
TODD SHIPYARDS CORP
TURNER CORP
VICON INDUSTRIES INC
VOPLEX CORP
WILLCOX & GIBBS INC

(i"
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